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AllSTRt\CT 
The µaper deals with the thermal enviro11111ent and air quality aspccl$ in 11atur:ill.y·,·entilate<l 
l•fficc rooms. Measurement. of envirnnn1ental paramelers, such as air velocity, turbulence 
intensity, air temperature, air change rate, carbon dioxide concentration, etc . were carried 
out over a period of 14 monlhs in five naturally-ventilated office rooms. In addition, 
subjective assessments were made lo evaluate the thermal and odour sensation of the 
occupants, during normal occupancy . 

It is generally concluded that the thermal sensation in a work environment differs from that 
c�perienced under steady-state conditions, such as those present in laboratory-based studies. 
Jn addition, the neutral temperatures recorded were lower than those required under steady· 
st:llr condilions. The potential for energy saving during the healing season for the cl imate 
i� also discussed in the paper. 

1. JNTRODUCTlON 

Thermal comfort is an important factor that influences occupants ' satisfaction with the 
room environment. The relationship between thermal comfort and environmental 
parameters has long been subjected lo investigation. Fanger (1) has developed a set 
of the most comprehensive models to dale for the prediction of indoor thermal 
comfort based on laboratory testing. However a number of field sL11dies (2), (3) 
have shown that these models could not accurately predict the occupants' thermal 
responses in the workplace. Besides, these laboratory based model s describe the 
overal l state of the human body but not the sensitivi ty of di fferent parts of the body 
to the surroundings. 

Air qual ity in of!ices has been a major concern in rece11t years, particular! y due to 
increasing numbers of reports on the sick building syndrome. Odour intensity is one 
of ttie indicators of indoor air quality and is often associated with the level of carbon 
dioxide . The results of indoor C02 measurements are used to specify minimum fresh 
air requirem'!nls. However, poor air distribution in a space can result in occupants' 
dissatisfactic..n with the indoor air quality even if the ventilation rate is higher than the 
minimum requi rement . 

To provide comfort in buildings currently requires almost 40% of world non
renewable energy. Besides increasing energy expenditure, fossil fuel burning 
substantially contributes to global warming . A comfortable indoor environment with 
minimum energy use can be achieved through careful design and management of the 
building and the associated environmental systems as well as making use of improved 
bu ilding technology such as good thermal insulation reduced air inlillration, 
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employment of heal recovery 11ystems, utilisation of renewable energy and the use of 
bui lding e11crgy control systems. In winter, energy consumption in o ffices may be 
reduced by lowering the indoor air temperature, hence reducing heating costs. More 
recent field studies (2), (3) have shown that optimum satisfaction with the thermal 
environment in office buildings can b(\: achieved al a lower temperature than that 

obtained under laboratory based conditions, which is the basis of ISO 7730 (4). 

Jn this pa per, the thermal environment and the air quality in naturally-ventilated office 
rooms are studied. The thermal environment in the rooms is compared with 
predictions using ranger 's thermal comfort criterion. Generally, thermal comfort was 
achieved at a lower room temperature than that predicted by Fanger and as a result 
the potential of energy saving in winter is investigated in the paper. 

2. METIIOl> 

This investigation has been carried out by means of physical measurements comllined 
with a subjective assessment of the indoor environment in five naturally ventilated 
office rooms (denoted as rooms A, B, C, D and E). The offices are situated in lhe 
FURS building at the Unjversity of Reading. Rooms A, B, C, and D are staff offices 
and room E accommodates several computer workstations. Rooms A and B which 
are situ<1ted in the north wing of the building are built of one concrete external wall 
and three concrete brick walls connected to oilier rooms. Each of the two rooms are 
connected to the north corridor via hinged wooden doors. There are two small and 
one large weatherstripped double-hung aluminium frame windows in the north facade 
of room A and room B respectively. Room C is located between south and north 
corridors which connects the south and north wings. The walls separating the room 
<1nd the corridors are glazed while the other walls are made of concrete bricks. There 
is a small axial fan In the north faC<lde near the ceiling for supply ing air into the 
room. Room D and room E have similar structures to room A and room B 
respective'ly but are both situated in the south wing and connected lo the south 
corridor. Rooms A, C and D are heated by hot water radiators in co ld seasons. In 
room B there is a full-width convector under the window in addition to hot water 
rndiators. Room E is heated by a convector of the same type as th<1l for room B 
under the window in the south wall. During hot clays a rotating fan was used in some 
of the tests. The investigation lasted for 14 months in 1991/92. Tests were 
conducted in winter (1991) in room A, early spring (1992) in room B, late spring in 
room C, summer in room D and in winter (1992) in room E. 

2.1 Measurements 

During an experimental test the indoor air velocity turbulence intensity and air 
temperature were measured conlinuously using 1her111al anemometers (DANTEC 
Multi-ch;:innel r:Jow Analyser type 54N10). Measurements were taken at points 0.1 rn 
(foot/ankle level). 0.6.m (centre of gravity of a seated person) and I.Im (ncckfheacl. 
level of a se<ttcd person) al>ovc lhe noor. The plane radiant temperature <1nd indoor 
air humidity were measured using an indoor c:limate analyse r (Brnel & Kjaer type 
1213). Thermal crnlifort indice.� (PMV a11d PPD) were measured u�ing a comfort 
rneler (13ruel & Kjaer type 1212). /\CO, gas analyser was u�cd for the measurement 



of indoor C02 concentrations. 

The air change rate was determined using the concentration decay method with an 

infra-red gas analyser. A portable fan was employed to ensure a good mixing of 
tracer gas (isobutane) and air in the rooms for a few minutes afler injecting the gas. 
The wind speed was measured with three vane cup anemometers and the wind 
direction with a wind anemometer mounted on the top of the building (about Sm 
above the roof). The outdoor air temperature and humidity were measured using a 

copper-constantan thermocouple (radiation shielded) and a hand-held humidity meter 
respectively. 

2.2 Subjective assessment 

A subjective assessment was undertaken simultaneously with the physical 

measurements. The assessment of the thermal environment was based on the 
occupants ' vote on the thermal sensation and air movement in the offices under 
various outdoor and indoor conditions and different arrangements of window and door 
openings. This assessment was based on judgemenL� at head and foot levels as well 
as for overall comfort. The indoor air quality was assessed according to the 
impressions of odour and freshness of air . A seven-point thermal sensation scale was 
used lo evaluate thermal sensation and five-point scale to rate the impressions of 
comfort with regard to air movement, odour intensity and air freshness. The rating 
scales for these thermal environment and air quality indices are shown in Table 1. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A summary of the results for physical measurements of room environment is 
presented in Table 2. These measured results are discussed together with those from 
the subjective evaluation as follows. 

3. 1. Room environment 

The Physical parameters describing the room environment, except for the air change 
rate, were obtained for every test. Figures 1 to 3 show the distributions of mean air 
velocity, turbulence intensity and mean air temperature at head level, foot level and 
overall (mean of three heights) respectively. 

The air velocity in these rooms was usually below 0.17 mis when the windows and 
doors were closed and fans were not in operation. Velocities above 0.17 mis resulted 
either from the provision of an additional fan used in warm days in room D or from 
opening windows in rooms C, D and E. It is shown in Figure 1 that the air velocity 
at fool level was usually higher than that at head level, especially in rooms B and D 
which have a ceiling level higher than that of the other three rooms. 

The turbulence intensity data is presented in Figure 2. The values were between low 
and moderate for room A but between moderate and high in the other four rooms 
(Table 2). 
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The indoor air temperature results are plolled in Figure 3. The temperature change<.! 
from <.lay ro day duri11g the course of measurement due to the flucLUarions of outdoor 
temperature, air change rate and heat loss or gain from the rooms and clue lo opening 
(he w indow or doors. In '!Omc le ·ts overheating was obscrve<l duri11g mild 011t<loor 
climates. Temp •rat11re.<1 much higher than 26°C were <luc lo the solar heat gain from 
the pnrtly opened south window or room 0 in rhc sumrner. It can be seen in Tahle 
2 that lhc nir lempcrnture at head level is higher than that at foot level with a mean 
vertical temperature difference of 1.7K. 

The measured plane ra<.liant temperature. and hence the calculated mean radiant 
temperature, were generally lower than the mean air remperature for all rooms except 
for room C where there wa� no external wall exposed lo the cold ambient. The 
average di !Terence between the mean air temperature and mean radiant temperature 
for all the tests was within lK. 

The relative humid ity in the mom lhroughtit1'L the test period was normally within the 
comfort limits, ranging from 40% lo 55 % . On some occasions it dropped to s:ight 
below 40%. 

The air change rate was determined for most or the tests in rooms A, 13, D and E. 
However, only one test was carried out ror room C because the ventilating fan was 
alway on during occupancy and the air chang.e rate was assumed t�l he co11stant. 

Figures 4 to 6 present the distributions or votes over the measured space <.luring the 
time of measurement. The results are those for thermal sensation. air movement, 
o<.luur intensity and air freshness. 

As shown in Figure 4, the mean thermal sensation w;1 on the warm side of the 
neunal point . H< wever, rhc measured PMV values, which wcr obtained from 
Fangcr's comfort equation for the corresponding tests were close lo the neutral point 
for most of the test conditions. This suggests that Fangcr's cquatil1n 11ndercsti111alc · 

lhc ther mal impressions an<.I under- aln•�s the <leviatio11s or the impressions from 
neutrality. This may be due 10 three main reasons. One is the assumption or steady 
state conditions used in the clcrivn1ion of Fangcr's equation. /\nother i� the over
simplification of the mcrabolic rate� or the occupanrs. Th occupants rarely sat 
q11ie1ly in the moms for a long period, :;ay more limn.one hour, wi thout engaging in 
some activity or movement. The metabolic rate was htiwcvcr taken constant as 1.2 
met in the calculation of PMV due to the difficulty or predicting its ex<1ct value. The 

third reason is the sensitivity of PMV tu the thermal re..�istance of clothing (clo value). 
In laboratory experiments, the clo valu1!s are 1:011sistent whereas in field test 1he 
clothing levels vary with indivicltml occ11pm1ts and lime. 

The thermal sensation was found 10 he dcpenclent on the air temp rarure and velocity 
in room A. The effect of air velocity was however i11signilica11t for other rooms 
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probt1bly because or insu rficienl data collected for each subject or too high an indoor 

air temperature to be compensa,ted for by a small increment of air velocity . T�1c 
regression equation for the termal sensati 11 (TS) at head level, fool level and overall 

for the rooms against mean air tempera Lure (T in ° ) and, for room A, velocity (V 
in m/s) can be expressed as follows: 

TS = a T - b\/ V - c (1) 

where a, b and care constants whose values are dependent 011 the room environment. 

In Pigure 7, the occupant' s thermal sensation responses arc presented as a function 

of mean air temperature. The PMV lines predicted from Pangcr's c-iuation are also 
presented for comparison (assuming a metabolic rate of 1.2 met and clo values 
between 0.8 and 1.0 and using the avcrngc values of the me;isurcd air velocity and 
radiant temperature for the ·orresponding rooms). Note thCtt a PM V line is 
theore1ically uot a straight line but because the curvature is very small, lhen 1he error 
caused by linerising the curve is negligible in the region close to the comfort 
1cmperalLtre. Prom Figure 7 a neutral temperature i.e. T for TS = 0, can be 
obtained. The neutral temperature c<1n also be predicted from ranger's comfort 

equation. The neutral temperatures calculated from the above equation and from 
rru1ger 's equ<1tion together with the di ffercnce in neutral temperature betwecp them 
arc shown in Table 2. . . :_ . 

It can be seen from Table 2 that Fanger's equation overpredicts the neutrality for the 
rooms except room C. The reasons for this were mentioned above, which seems to 
confirm the findi ngs of Schiller, et al. (2) and Ilrager (3). They found that the 
predicted nculral temperature was on ave.rage 2.4.K higher than Lim! measured for 304 
OffiFe workers in LO lniildings. In addition, rigure 7 ind icates that the data line� 
from the present investigation arc steeper than those g iven by Pangcr's equation, 
suggest ing the occupants arc more sensitive to changes of air temperature. This fact 
was also observed by Fishman and Pimbert (5) whose field study showed that the 
gradient of their chi.ta curve deviate<! from Fanger's equation particularly at 
temperatures above 24°C. Furthermore, they found thht ranger's comfort equation 
predi'ctcd lhe neutral temperature 0.6K higher than that obtained from the field 
i;urvey , which was auributed lo their incorrect estimation of the s11bjec1s' clothing. 

If according to Fanger's definition the central three categories of the thermal sensation 
scale were regarded as an indication of an acceptable stale for thermal com fort 
whereas the voles outside these central categories were considered to represent 
dissatisfaction with the thermal slate, the results suggest that ahoul one third of the 
responses were dissatisfied with the thermal environment whether for the head, foot 
or the overall impression. Most of the dissatisfaction that occurred in rooms A, B 
and E when the windows and doors were closed was caused hy overheating, which 
coulcl be avoicleLI by window opening or by controlling the heal output from Ilic 
emitters and hence reducing the heating costs with the help of a thermostat or a 
weather compensated heating system. For room C however these measures were not 
adequate because the emit ter was already turned off during the test period. Although 
in the laller period of tests, a window was opened on the roof, the room was still 
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uncomfortably warm in most days. The roof wiudow w<1s CITlTtivc i11 ri:cl111:in� lhc 
indoor temperature only when the outside wns windy such 1ha1 rw1ln •Hilcloor :iir 
would be blown into the room. /\ possible way I(> decrc.1sc Ilic i111l•111r lrn1pcr;11un; 
in cold seasons is lo introduce air directly from the outside of lhc h11ildi11v. ralht:r 111,111 
from the corridor, using the existing ventilating fan. Due lo ils l11c;1tion a 
comfortable thermal environment is difficult to achieve in room I> in hot s11nny 
summer days 11nlcss it is mechanically ventilated or air conditioned. 

3.2.2. Air movcrneut 

Figure 5 shows that the overall impression of the air movc111e111 w;1s on 11u: side of 
being stagnant. For room A when a window and/or the door w ·re partly opened. the 
i111pression of air movement shifted to being slightly draughty. Th· 111:1i11muse11r the 
draughl was considered Lo be low temperature as air velocity and turh11lcncc inlensity 

were not very high. 

Figure 5 also indicates that the overall impression of air n10vc111rnt is simil:ir lo that 
folt at hea<l level , i.e. when the head feels stagnant the overall rt�.�pon:. · or thl: air 
movement will be stagnation . This is also tnic for draught. 111 thcsl: tests tht� feel 
were more sensitive to air temperature but less sensitive to air velocity than the head. 

3.2.3. Odour intensity 

Odour was delectable in most cases see Figure 6. However, no satisfactory 
correlation between odour intensity and C02 level or air chan��e rate could be 
establ ished. 111 some cases, when the C01 level was low, or llw air changt� rate was 

high, odour was still perceivable while in other cases when the l'01 lc.:vcl was higher 
than 1000 ppm the odour intensity was not <letectaulc. This Sl't•ms to Slll!!!l'sl that 
there were other pollution sources such as building materials or l'urnishi11�s which 
cou ld be more significant than the odour emission from thl' on:upants. The 
judgement could also be affected by fatigue of the olfactory st•nse due tu Ion!!, lnm 
exposure to the pollutants . 

3.2.4 Air freshness 

Figure 6 also shows that the rating of air freshness wa in general slightly stuffy. The 
assessment of odour intensity and air freshness shows that the air change rate is not 
a good indicator of indoor air quality since !he air reaching the hrt•athing 7.om.· could 
be contaminated as a result of poor mixing in the room. 

4. ENERGY SA YING POTENTIAL 

Since the neutral temperature given by Fanger' s equation is hi�hn than that found 
from field measurements, energy can be saved by decreasing the room temperature. 
The t:otential for energy savings is described here. 

In most office buildings, heat losses in cold seasons are mainly due to conduction and 
ventilation. These heat losses are proportional to the temperature difference between 
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indoors and outdoors (T, - '1'0). Thus, for a comfort tcmpern1m..: based 1m laboratory 
models, the a mount of heal loss. q1, is 

and for tire cumforl lernpcrature whicil is lnised on the field measurements, lhc heat 

loss, qr, is 

where T,1 and T;r are th e required room temperatu1cs predicted rrom the laboratory 
mod el of Fanger and from the field measurements respectively. 

The am ount of energy saving is then 

Hence the ralio of en ergy saving b<1scd on the room temperature recornrncndcd by the 
current stan<lar<ls is 

(2) 

In the UK, th e average outdoor temperature during the healing season, T11, is about 
61'C and for the whole year is 10" '. Assuming the roolll ternpcrature prcdiclcd for 
ne11trali1y is 22.611C, the ratio of energy saving is oblainecl for several differences 
between predicted and measured neutral temperatures and thii; i.� given in Table 3. 

It is seen that lowering the room temperature by I K re.present� aho11t 6% 1eclucliun 
in space healing energy for T0 = 6°C. For a temperature reduction of I. I K, the 
maximum value measured in this investigalion, lhc polential of energy saving is 
6.6%. To take full advantage of this saving, it is necessary to control the hear supply 
lo an office by i nstal ling an indiv idually adjustahle thermostat ur hy using a 
personalised environmental system. 

The results show that in naturally ventilated office rooms the air velocity at foot level 
is generally higher than that al head level. The lurbulence intensity in the room 
however does not seem to c orrelate with the air velocity. The C02 concentration 
does not represent a g ood indicator of the sensation of freshness in the rooms. This 
was attribute<l to the poor mixing of outdoor air with room air in naturally venlilatcd 
rooms. 

From the presen t investigation, it seems that the thermal m odels based on laboratory 
lests at steady stale conditions can not accurately predict the thermal environment for 
naturally ventilated offLces wlierc the conditions are transient and where the occupants 
invariably change their activities. For the cases investigated, ranger's equation for 
therma l comforl generally overpredicts the neutral temperature and under-predicts the 



comfort requirement when the air temperature deviates from neutrality. 

Healing energy can also be saved by lowering the mom tempcrnturc from the 
currently recommended values by, for example, ISO 7730{4) without compromising 
the thermal comfort. Besides, a lower indoor t··mperature can red1;ce the occ;npants' 
complaints about the feeling of stuffiness. 
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Tahlc J. Rating scales for thermal sensation (TS). air movement (AM). uuour inlensily (01) 
and air freshness (/\F). 

" 

RATING TS AM Ol AF 

. 3 cold 

. 2 coo I lou dr;1ughty nol tktccfabh: very fresh 

! slightly cool dra11ghly slight i'resh 

() neutral acceptahlc moderate 11eutral 

l slightly warm stag11ant strong slightly stuffy 

,. 
2 warm very st<1gna11t very strnng stuffy 

3 hot 

-

Tithlt• 3. Energy saving� durin�•. the lJK healing season due to a lower room temperature. 

er,,-· T,,l (Kl (4, - q,)lt1, (%) 
0.5 3 .0 
1.0 (1 0 
I. I (1.6 
2.0 2 ,() 
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Tnhle 2. Physical •n<l thermal propertie• of ro0m enviro111ncnt. 

Room No. A n 
Dimension (111) 

Length 5 . 4  1 1 . 6 

Width 2.J 2 . 9  

lleight 2.6 3 .4 

Effective volume ' (m') 29 . 3  108.2 

Normal occupants I 3 

A verage air chan�e rate 0 . 86 0 . 86 

(h ' )  
AvP.rnl!.c a i r  supply rate 7.0 8.6 

( I  /s  11cr person) 
Mean air velocity (m/s) 

! lead level 0.059 0.07 1  
Fool level 0.064 0. 1 00 

Overall 0.060 0.082 

Turb11lence intensity ( %) 
Head level 39.4 59 .2 
Foot level 28.7 44.4 

Overall 34.7 54.3 

Mean air tempernlnrc ('1CJ 
! lead level 2.1. I 23 .8 

Foot level 2 1 .4 2 1 .7 
Overall 22.4 22 .9 

Difference between air 0 . 6  0.7 

tempcrnture and radiant 
tempcr<uun• (K) 
Rehitive hum i<lily (%) 45.8 45.7 
Measure<i neutral 
h!mpcrnture ('C) 

Head level 22.4 22.4 
Foot level 2 1 .4 20.4 
Overal l 22.0 2 1 .7 

Predicted neutral 2 2 . 8  22 . 8  

lempe.rature from Fanger's 
equation (C)H 

Difference between 0.8 1 . 1  
predicted and measured 
neutral temperatu re 
(K) 

Notes: • avernge of the ''"ta for rooms A, B, C, [) •ncl E 

c -

4 . 2  

3 . 5  

2 . 6  

37.5 
2 

7.60 

36.9 

0.098 

0 . 1 1 1  

0.099 

43.8  

34.0 

4 1 .2 

25.7 

24.5 
25. 1 
-0.7 

4?..9 

2J .2  
2 1 . 1 
22 .5  
22.3 

-0.2 

+ the volume excluding the space occupied hy obstacks 
$ the occupants are not the normal office users 

I) E AOCOE� 

4 .4 7.6 

2.3 2 . 4  

2.6 J.4 

25.0 62.0 

I 3' 
3.03 J 8 1  

2 1 .0 2 1 .9 

0.063 0.066 0.07 1 

0.086 O. I JO 0.095 

0.067 0.098 0.080 

3 8 .6 47. 8  44.5 
33.0 28. l 3 2 .9 

37. 1 39.6 40.3 

2.7. l 23 . 1 24.5 

25.0 2 1 .7 22.8 

26 . 2  22.4 23.7 

0.6 0.7 0.5 

47.6 45 5 45.5 

22 . 8  2 1 .  l 21 .7 

22. 1 2 1 .0 2 1 .0 
21.7 2 I .4 2 1 .  7 

22.9 2 1 .4 22.6 

0.2 0.0 0.9 

H h"sed on 0.8 clo and I.Smet for rooms A,13,C and D. l .O do mid l . 2met for room E,  0 .83 do and 1 .4met 
for all rooms 
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